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Something Dada improv, making it up as they go
February 23, 2010

3:48 PM MST

With the popularity of the Drew Carey TV show Whose Line is It Anyway? and with YouTube sensations brought to
us by groups like Improv Everywhere, it’s no wonder that people are more into the world of improvisation than
ever. Cleveland’s own SOMETHING DADA has been entertaining us since 1994, and troupe member Tori Woods
sat down with me to share her experiences with the Dadas.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
According to Dictionary.com, improv is a noun meaning “1) improvisation; a skit or act in which the actors
improvise a situation, or 2) the art or technique of doing such improvisations,” or an adjective meaning, “relating to
or doing improvisation an improv course, an improv theater.”
 
The improv group Something Dada (not to be confused with their former performance space Cabaret Dada)
presents off-the-cuff improv comedy every Friday and Saturday night at 8:00 p.m. at the historic Tower Press
Building downtown. Each show is unique, as it’s based on suggestions made by the audience- nothing is scripted,
nothing is planned.
 
A DIVERSE GROUP
Tori Woods is a native west-sider who’s been following Something Dada since she was 16-years-old. Now a
member since 2007, she says one of the best things about each hour and a half show is “the sound of making people laugh.”
 
The core group of Dadas (Cody Farinacci, JR Sekerak, Maria Livers, Matt Dolan, Russ Stich and Woods) rehearses each Monday. They leave their day jobs
behind to practice, talk about current events, and strengthen their bonds as performers and friends.
 
“We all have day jobs,” says Woods, noting that the group is made up of “an engineer, a teacher, a writer, a non-profit worker”, etc. Woods herself works
with web content at NASA Glenn Research and is a writer with a Masters degree in Journalism. She notes that each individual’s passions and diverse
background brings many layers to the close-knit group. Also, as performers and as friends, they share the stresses of scheduling and daily life while sharing
their improv gifts with fellow Clevelanders.
 
HOW THEY DO IT
“You get one shot,” says Woods. She’s referring to the live nature of Something Dada’s shows. “What people don’t see on shows like Whose Line… are the
six hours of material that was edited out – we’re live.”
 
Keeping up the fast-paced in-your-face fun of a live improvisational show requires the Dadas to dig deep into each of their knowledge bases and to reach
into unexplored parts of their psyches to bring each situation and character to life. It means being familiar with references that everyone will understand
and being ready to expect the unexpected from audience suggestions.
 
“If someone in the audience calls out ‘Shaun White’, you’d better be ready with a McTwisty joke!” Woods muses. Whether it’s a reference to Lady Gaga,
Tiger Woods, or Martin Scorsese, the Dadas are quick on their feet with scenes and quips that’ll leave the audience howling.
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Of course, though, there is a basic structure that lets the world of improv come to life. Woods shares the following loose guidelines about Something
Dada’s tactical approach:
1) Yes. And. Whatever your scene partner offers you, accept it. Negating takes a scene nowhere-- agreeing moves the scene forward (that's the 'yes' part.)
The 'and' part means that in addition to agreeing to and accepting whatever is offered, you then add something to the scene to continue its forward
movement. 
2) Don't ask questions. Instead, make a decision and give something to the scene. Asking your scene partner "where are we?" puts them on the spot, or
pimps them out. Telling your scene partner "we are on the beach" gives both of you a gift, and you can proceed with building your scene. 
3) Be physical-- it's no fun to just watch talking heads. 
4) Commit to your character. 
5) Create an environment, or world for your characters to inhabit 
6) Truth in comedy-- respond truthfully in scenes. The truth is always funnier than a joke. 
7) Name places, people, things in your scenes-- be specific, create the world.
8) Trust each other.

 

Woods admits that as a writer, she had to break out of traditional thinking to get the full joy of performing improv. “As a writer, you have to think, focus and
constantly revise… improv tells you to let go – your scene will fail if you write it in your head, so you have to give yourself over to the moment.”
 
THE SHOW
The Tower Press Building is a unique home for Something Dada. According to www.towerpress.com, “Tower Press is Cleveland's first legally zoned, live
work loft space… and is a unique live, work loft community for artists (and non-artists) from all walks of life.” Woods likes that it’s a great intersection of the
arts that can accommodate a large audience, plenty of room and a home for Something Dada.
 
Every Friday and Saturday night, the Dadas (which sometimes include guest appearances by one or two of the hundreds of Dada alumni) perform at 8:00
p.m. for an hour and a half in a zany, open, BYOB atmosphere. Since the space doesn’t sell liquor, crowds can include those under 21, but the shows aren’t
recommended for children under age 13.
 
The night starts off with audience suggestions in a game called “Party Quirks” and each Dada becomes a party guest and is given a unique “quirk” from the
audience. The Dada who’s the party “host” then has to guess who each guest is via improv and insanity ensues.
 
“We always end with the Dada Blues – that’s the scariest because you have to sing, be funny, while rhyming and you have the pressure of this being the
conclusion of the show,” explains Woods.
 
Everything in between is enjoyed by all walks of life- people in walkers, new drivers, all races and genders. The diversity of the audience is what brings
more zing to each, unique show. It shows that Clevelanders want to laugh, are willing to “go there” with you, and represent the best of what is going on in
the city. Improv is for everyone and is open and inviting to all of the city’s rich and poor, young and old, businessman and artsy-type alike. Simply, Woods
states that “Cleveland has a great sense of humor.”
 
WHAT ELSE?
Something Dada is not only in the business of Friday and Saturday night hilarity, but the group is also available for private functions. Whether it’s a G-rated
birthday party, a corporate retreat, or a bachelor party with more “out there” audience suggestions of “hookers and rugby” (you get the point), Something
Dada will tailor the level of fun to any situation. Roasts, holiday gatherings, mitzvahs and other celebratory parties are just some of the other places where
Dadas thrive.
 
And don’t forget to show your Something Dada pride- fans can also purchase Dada items and gear such as the Dada oval sticker, a made in the USA ringer
Tee with the phrase “Making it up as I go” on the back (one of Woods’ favorites), and yes, even the Dada thong.
 
And so, Something Dada continues to make it up as they go- and Cleveland loves it.
 
WANT TO LAUGH?
SOMETHING DADA PERFORMS AT:
The Tower Press Building 
1900 Superior Ave. 
Cleveland, OH 44114 
216.696.4242
 
YOU CAN FIND SOMETHING DADA ON:
The home website- www.somethingdada.com
Facebook- www.facebook.com/somethingdada
Twitter- www.twitter.com/somethingdada
 
TICKETS/TIMES:
Shows are at 8:00 p.m. on FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS
Ticket information and reservations can be found on www.somethingdada.com or by calling 216.696.4242
 
OTHER CONTACT:
Tori Woods (Marketing Director) – twoods@somethingdada.com
Russel Stich (General Manager) – russstich@somethingdada.com
 
BE SURE TO CLICK ON THE SLIDESHOW BELOW TO MEET THE CAST!
###
 
Do you have a performing arts related story that would be appropriate for this column? If so, contact Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner, Kate Miller, at
KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com.
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How to: Fight Cancer, According to This Teen Survivor 
By Akron Children's Hospital - At age 12, Codey came to Akron Children's Hospital with back pain. Doctors discovered he had Ewing's

sarcoma, a form of cancer that's very rare in children. Even though he's officially cancer-free, Codey still visits Akron Children's and is
always ha
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